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Executive summary

1 Cyber Breach Response Services

Globally, there has been a dramatic 
increase in the sophistication, scale 
and impact of cyber-attacks and the 
prevalence of data breaches – a trend 
that will only continue. Cyber breach 
risks flow as freely as information 
does across borders around the world. 
While these risks are a global issue for 
insurers, brokers and their customers, 
the impacts are always felt locally. 

That’s why Legalign Global brings together an alliance of 
world-class insurance law firms – based in key regions 
around the world – to provide a seamless, swift global 
Cyber Breach Response Solution that’s delivered locally by 
cyber experts. From the moment a breach is discovered, 
we are on hand to help companies contain, manage and 
mitigate their exposures.

If a data breach occurs, the decisions made in the 
immediate aftermath can have a significant impact on the 
consequences for the insured. Our lawyers understand 
these implications, and also offer the advantage of 
immediately protecting key reports and other sensitive 
communications under legal professional privilege. That 
can reduce exposures if action is taken later. 

Our Cyber Breach Response Solution is tailored to each 
incident and to meet the needs of the insured using a 
range of services, including:

 + Breach Coach services 

 + Cyber Breach Response legal advice

 + Cyber breach response secure data platforms  

 + Cyber Breach Response Planner 

 + Cyber Breach Response Hotline 

 + DataRisk specialist network 

 + Cyber Breach insights. 

Collectively, we have worked on thousands of cyber 
breach responses for insurers, brokers and their 
customers in all major jurisdictions. We draw on our 
knowledge of each jurisdiction and our excellent 
relationships with the local regulators to effectively work 
together on cross-border breaches. 

We are also experienced across all industries, including 
those experiencing the highest volumes of breaches 
around the world: insurance, health, government, banking 
and finance, technology, professional services and SME 
sectors.

Our global team will typically be led and coordinated by 
the team based in the same country as the insured. This 
local form of global coordination, combined with our 
consistent Cyber Breach Response Solution and service 
charter, ensures we deliver excellent service in a way that 
saves time and money.



Trends overview
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The cyber insurance industry has 
grown rapidly in response to the 
increasingly digital global business 
landscape. More and more businesses 
are providing services and storing 
sensitive data online, increasing 
their exposure to cyber breaches and 
associated business interruption and 
customer liability claims.

Businesses, government agencies and organisations of 
all sizes and in all sectors face increasing risks from data 
breaches, cybercrime and systems corruption. Globally 
there has been a dramatic rise in the sophistication, scale 
and impact of cyber-attacks, which by 2021, are predicted 
to cost the world $6 trillion annually . Common cyber 
incidents include phishing, malware and ransomware 
attacks, crypto-locker viruses, Outlook 365 Web Access 
compromises, malicious insider data loss, accidental data 
sharing or loss, and identity theft. 

As governments strengthen regulations, increase 
penalties and look at issues such as the right to be 
forgotten – and as society becomes more digitised – the 
threat of cyber events will continue to increase, as will the 
need for adequate insurance cover and proactive steps 
designed to prevent or respond to cyber incidents.

Despite the risks, many insureds remain hesitant to 
investigate cyber incidents. In part this is because of the 
potential reputational risks and in part it is because of 
the added cost, time and reliance on external IT experts 
involved. When insureds do decide to investigate, many 
want guidance in dealing with IT forensic experts as their 
terms of service can be onerous and some insureds 
are concerned about dealing with offshore providers, 
particularly when it requires transferring data offshore.

Insured responses to notification obligations are curiously 
contrasting, with some reluctant to notify regulators and 
others wanting to notify regulators where there is no 
legal obligation to do so. Customer notification is also a 
changing issue, with notification requirements often now 
being written into contracts.

Unsurprisingly, another trend we are seeing is an increase 
in recovery actions as cyber claim sizes increase. This 
is leading to an increase in IT liability risk, which is 
concerning as many IT providers remain uninsured.

Having responded collectively to thousands of breaches, 
we remain close observers of the trends in this space and 
know how to use our insights to proactively anticipate the 
legal and breach management issues involved in cyber 
incidents of all types and sizes.

Cyber breach risks flow 
as freely as information 
does across borders 
around the world.



A swift breach 
response
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If a breach occurs, the last thing you 
want is a delayed response. To get 
insureds back to business quickly, we 
offer a range of proven cyber breach 
response solutions, as shown in  
figure 1.

Breach Coach services
We provide a coordinated advisory service to 
organisations seeking to assess, review and improve 
their information security across the range of privacy and 
data breaches and cyber security threats. These include 
threats from cyber criminals launching ransomware and 
phishing attacks, and those caused by rogue employees. 

Cyber Breach Response legal advice
If a cyber breach occurs, decisions made immediately 
afterwards can significantly affect the outcome for 
insureds. 

We’ve handled thousands of breach responses and other 
sensitive situations caused by data compromise and 
provide legal advice to contain, manage and mitigate 
global cyber breaches. This always considers compliance 
obligations in each affected jurisdiction, as well as 
commercial and reputational issues.

Incidents we have advised on have involved cyber-
extortion, phishing, vishing, crypto-locker viruses, 
malware/ransomware attacks, malicious attacks 
and data loss, accidental data loss, malicious insider 
data loss, breaches of privacy, technology errors and 
omissions, regulatory investigations, advertising and 
media injury, invoice fraud, NotPetya and WannaCry 
global cyber-attacks, spoofed emails, fraudulent 
wire transfer of funds, rogue employees, inadvertent 
disclosures, Outlook 365 Web Access compromises, and 
compromises of websites.

Cyber breach response secure data platforms
Having responded to thousands of cyber incidents 
and data breaches, we regularly see the challenges 
that insureds must overcome to prevent their crisis 
from becoming a disaster. We know that a successful 
response hinges on effective information sharing. 

Traditional methods of communications and information 
sharing are often not fit for purpose when it comes to a 
cyber or data crisis, particularly when existing systems 
are compromised. Increasing regulatory scrutiny 
and litigation exposure highlights the importance of 
controlling information with cyber breach responses. 

To address this issue, we offer secure online data 
platforms that can host privileged information and be 
accessible 24/7 to approved personnel.

Cyber Breach Response Planner
Regulators worldwide recommend that organisations 
have a breach plan in place. Failure to do so often leads 
to ill-prepared cyber breach responses, non-compliance 
with regulatory obligations and preventable financial and 
reputational losses.

The Cyber Breach Response Planner, which is available 
on an annual subscription basis, provides a step-by-step 
guide to building and maintaining a dynamic, practical 
plan for managing data breaches and other cyber 
incidents. Once complete, the insured’s online plan can be 
securely accessed from any device and connects all key 
stakeholders.

The Breach Response Planner will help organisations:

 + draft a bespoke breach response plan

 + ensure compliance with regulatory guidance

 + centrally manage internal and external response 
teams

 + maintain an external repository of key stakeholder 
contact details

 + identify escalation methods and reporting lines, and

 + set review and testing controls. 

It also features easily customisable features including:

 + Breach Response Checklist: a checklist that details 
the five stages an insured should go through, in the 
event of a breach. 
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 + Breach Severity Matrix: a guide to assessing and 
categorising a breach. Insureds can tailor the factors 
and scoring, depending on their requirements and the 
types off incidents and breaches that they expect to 
deal with. 

 + Breach Incident Log: completing the Breach Incident 
Log will assist with GDPR compliance and provide a 
record of the breach for internal and external audit. 

 + Breach Notification Guidance: guidance on the 
thresholds for reporting personal data breaches. 

 + Breach case studies: breach scenarios to help 
organisations practise their breach response plan.

Cyber Breach Response Hotline 
Because our cyber specialists operate from seven 
different time zones your call to our Cyber Breach 
Response Hotline will always be put through to a Cyber, 
Privacy and Data Security lawyer who knows what to do 
and is already at their desk.

DataRisk specialist network
We regularly instruct and oversee our global network of 
DataRisk specialists, who insureds may need as part 
of their cyber breach response plan. Our involvement 
protects privileged and confidential communications 
and ensures priority actions get attention swiftly. The 
DataRisk specialists’ services include:

 + IT forensic investigators

 + customer notification and call centres

 + credit and ID monitoring services

 + PR and crisis communications

 + loss adjusters.

To ensure our independence at all times, we do not have 
any exclusive arrangement with any vendor. We are also 
happy to work directly with our clients’ preferred vendors.

Figure 1 Legalign Global’s cyber breach response will be tailored for every incident using a range of solutions.
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While the Cyber Breach Response 
Solution will be tailored to each 
incident to meet the need of the 
insured, figure 2 depicts the global 
methodology we start with to create  
a bespoke response.

Client Services Charter
Legalign Global alliance firms closely adhere to an agreed 
set of claims management principles. As a client, you 
can expect uniformly high levels of service regardless of 

Tailoring our global methodology 
for each local response

geographic scope and complexity. The alliance members 
achieve this by:

 + providing a dedicated team

 + focusing the work at the right level, subject to 
necessary supervision

 + ensuring accurate reporting at the outset of the matter, 
including reserving

 + backing our expertise

 + keeping our eye on the big picture

 + demonstrating efficiency and communicating 
reliability, and

 + effectively managing costs.

Figure 2 Our methodology provides the framework for global responses that are tailored to each event.
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We have acted in cyber breach 
responses spanning the range of  
claim types, including:

Social engineering
 + Acting for a cyber liability insurer and its insured, a 

large maintenance and cleaning services company 
with clients including major hospitals, in a social 
engineering claim after its computer system was 
hacked and the hacker sent emails to a customer 
advising of a change in bank account details. The 
insured’s customer inadvertently paid outstanding 
invoices to the hacker’s bank account and refused to 
pay the insured when notified that invoices remained 
outstanding. We negotiated with the insured’s 
customer to mitigate the loss while indemnity was 
being considered. 

 + Advising a professional services company on a 
phishing attack that resulted in a social engineering 
fraud payment by the company, which then triggered 
the discovery of the exfiltration by the hacker of 
personal data for more than 900 clients.

 + Advising on the recovery of funds stolen from a 
professional services firm following a vishing attack.

Hacker damage 
 + Advising a telecoms company suffering one of the 

widest publicised data breaches in UK history.

 + Acting in a case of first impression in the US Fifth 
Circuit, obtaining the dismissal (and subsequent 
appeal dismissal) of a cybersecurity putative class 
action involving a hospital system data breach that 
was alleged to affect 405,000 patients and employees 
with claimed damages of $225m+. 

 + Acting for an insurer in responding to a data breach 
involving more than 80,000 customers, which included 
assisting with the scoping and oversight of the 
forensic investigation, drafting notification letters and 
other communications, and helping respond to follow-
up regulatory inquiries. All regulatory inquiries were 
successfully closed and no litigation resulted.

 + Acting in one of the most widely reported and 
significant data breaches in Australia, which involved 
defending claims by corporate clients for costs and 
other losses incurred after their data was accessed by 
an unauthorised party. 

 + Leading the response to allegations against a 
large technology company in a major data security 
breach affecting more than 1,000 clients, including 
coordinating forensic and PR response and addressing 
third party contract claims. 

 + Advising on an incident involving the theft of personal 
data and confidential information from a mobile 
telecommunications company.

 + Coordinating a multijurisdictional vendor response 
following an intrusion to an insured’s system involving 
the penetration of sensitive data of multiple energy 
company clients. As breach coach to the global 
insurer, we were notified while the hacking incident 
was underway. Our immediate response included 
coordinating a panel of experts across affected 
jurisdictions comprising IT, forensic, legal and PR 
specialists. This matter is believed to be the first 
Asia-Pacific cyber claim for the insurer involving a 
multijurisdictional response.

 + Advising insurers on indemnity and liability regarding 
claims against financial planners, FX trading platforms, 
stockbrokers and other service providers, which 
have involved cyber fraud on client funds and double 
insurance issues.

Global expertise
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Business email compromise
 + Advising an oil and gas retailer on an email phishing 

attack in which employees’ tax forms were emailed 
to an unauthorised account, which included drafting 
communications to employees and notification to the 
tax office and appropriate law enforcement authorities, 
and retaining a notification and remediation vendor to 
assist the impacted employees.

 + Advising an insured on a business email compromise 
that involved an attachment containing social security 
numbers that was inadvertently sent to unauthorised 
individuals. Our team conducted a HIPAA/HITECH 
analysis, determined the event triggered notification 
requirements, drafted communications and helped 
retain a vendor to provide call centre, mailing and 
identity monitoring services. 

 + Acting for a not-for-profit financial counselling service 
regarding an Office 365 data breach involving the 
exfiltration of more than 3,000 emails containing 
1,000 personal records. The breach included sensitive 
information serious enough to warrant seeking an 
exemption from the regulator for not notifying certain 
individuals given an increased risk to other clients.

Human error
 + Advising a virtual ISP following a data breach involving 

the inadvertent disclosure of more than 5 million 
personal data records.

 + Acting as the data breach and privacy lawyer 
advising an insured school. The matter involved the 
unintentional disclosure of the personal data collected 
and maintained on a number of students at the 
school, including sensitive health information requiring 
notification to the regulator and parents.

 + Acting for a vendor for an educational institution that 
disclosed personal health information of employees 
and their dependents to the wrong employees, which 
involved quickly determining the scale of the breach, 
confirming the error had been remediated and 
providing a communication plan.

 + Acting for a software developer and supplier regarding 
inadvertent disclosure of its clients’ confidential 
pricing information. 

Ransomware
 + Advising an e-commerce business on responding 

to a ransom threat involving the theft of nearly one 
million payment card numbers from its web server by 
a hacker. We worked with the client to negotiate the 
ransom with the hacker and to assist law enforcement. 
We also guided the forensic investigation to confirm 
the scope of the breach and advised on notification to 
the affected customers, state and federal regulators, 
payment processor and payment card brands.

 + Acting as first responder in a hacker damage claim 
made by an accountancy firm that had files encrypted 
with ransomware/crypto locker virus, which included 
coordinating the team managing the encryption and 
providing guidance to the insured’s IT provider. 

 + Advising the managing director of a finance broking 
house following a cyber extortion demand and data 
breach.

 + Advising a restaurant chain on its response to a breach 
of more than 250,000 credit card numbers involving 
more than 200 of its stores, which involved working 
with forensic investigators and with processor, banks 
and credit card companies.

 + Assisting a medical device e-commerce business 
in responding to a ransom threat involving the 
potential theft of 170,000 payment card numbers. 
By coordinating the forensic investigation, we 
successfully narrowed the window of vulnerability, 
reducing the potential card exposure. 

 + Investigating a possible subrogated recovery action 
against a cloud provider regarding the release of a 
crypto locker virus to the insured. 
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Coverage
 + Advising an insurer on policy coverage under a 

software developer’s professional indemnity policy 
regarding the failure of a multi-million dollar software 
implementation project.

 + Advising an insurer on policy coverage under a 
healthcare software developer’s PI policy regarding the 
failure of a multimillion dollar software implementation 
project. 

 + Analysing coverage under a cyber liability policy 
on whether the performance of a certain web 
advertisement as remediation was covered when the 
insured web advertisement was not compliant with 
the parameters of an underlying agreement. Coverage 
questions focused on the type of damages that were 
covered under the policy.

Governance
 + Advising the directors and senior managers of a newly 

listed computer software company regarding their 
directors’ duties. 

 + Advising the directors and senior managers of a listed 
computer software company following a major global 
systems penetration, including advising on directors’ 
duties. 

 + Providing data privacy and breach response training 
to a Fortune 500 defence contractor, including 
providing breach simulation training to the breach 
response team composed of members throughout the 
company’s C-suite departments. 

Product development
 + Advising on, and rafting of, appropriate cyber policy 

wordings for a number of insurers.

Other cyber 
experience

As each Legalign firm is a leader 
in their own market and invests 
in meeting their clients’ needs, we 
benefit from collaborating to share 
our insights, best practice and 
commercial solutions. 

This collaboration means our clients receive timely 
news about global cyber developments and their 
potential impacts. This breadth of “horizon-watching” 
capability helps our clients respond and adapt quickly to 
anticipated changes in the market.

We do this through:

 + thought leadership, including our global publication 
Informed Insurance, as well as local insights, and 
case and regulatory updates

 + client updates and training sessions, and

 + speaking engagements around the world.

A collection of our thought leadership on cyber topics 
can be found at www.legalignglobal.com/insights.

Watching the 
horizon

To get insureds back to 
business quickly, we 
offer a range of proven 
cyber breach response 
solutions.
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Our suite of broader cyber, privacy and data security legal services 
spans all pre-breach, breach response and post-breach services, as 
well as cyber coverage and product advice, as shown in figure 3. 

Complementary Cyber, Privacy 
and Data Security expertise

Figure 3 Legalign Global offers the full range of cyber, privacy and data security services.

• Breach Response Planner

•  Incident Response Plan 
Review

• Legal risk assessment

• Executive briefings

•  Regulatory compliance 
advice

•  Information governance 
advice

•  Review of supplier 
contracts

•  Breach response 
workshops

Pre-breach risk 
management

Breach

Cyber breach response Post-breach

•  Compliance, data 
security, cyber breach 
response  and cyber 
leader training

•  Cross-border personal 
information exchange 
exposure advice

•  GDPR Healthcheck and 
GDPR cross-border 
impact advice

•  Cyber leader 
assessments

•  Cyber breach response 
insights

Cyber coverage

•  Coverage advice 
for insurers

•  Claims arising from 
incident 

•  Third party civil liability 
claims 

• Class actions 

• Regulatory proceedings

• Recovery of assets

• Breach coach 

•  Legal advice on 
containment, protection, 
compliance and risk 
management

•  Cyber breach response 
secure data platforms

•  Cyber Breach Response 
Planner

•  Cyber Breach Response 
Hotline 

•  DataRisk specialist 
network

•  Cyber product 
development and 
policy wording

•  Advice on silent 
cyber coverage 
issues

•  Advice on 
developing risks

•  Market 
comparisons
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Winner 2019 Cyber Law Firm of the Year, Insurance Insider Cyber Rankings DAC Beachcroft

2019 Cyber Law Firm of the Year, Insurance Insider Cyber Rankings Wilson Elser top 10 ranking

Winner 2019 Cyber Breach Response Team, Insurance Insider Cyber Rankings DAC Beachcroft top 10 ranking

Winner 2019 Cyber Breach Response Team, Insurance Insider Cyber Rankings Wilson Elser ranking

A team of globally connected 
regional leaders

Every breach has a distinctive set of characteristics and 
surrounding circumstances. That’s why we have the right 
people in the right places to help you respond swiftly and 
appropriately.

We offer an award-winning team of genuine Cyber, 
Privacy and Data Security specialists. Between us, we 
have advised on thousands of incidents including some 
of the largest cyber breach responses in the world. 

Our cyber risk and data breach experts have local market 
expertise and excellent relationships with local regulators 
and law enforcement agencies, which are critical in 
effectively responding to cyber breaches. They can also 

call on the wider resources of the Legalign Global alliance, 
including thousands of lawyers working from 80 offices and 
a range of respected affiliated firms, as shown in figure 4.

The Legalign Global alliance firms are:

 + The ARC Group Canada (a network of independent law 
firms across Canada) 

 + BLD Bach Langheid Dallmayr 

 + DAC Beachcroft 

 + Wilson Elser 

 + Wotton + Kearney.

Legalign Global office            Legalign Global cyber breach expert location            Affiliated firms



Our global team will typically be led and coordinated by the team based in the same 
country as the insured. This local form of global coordination, combined with our 
consistent Cyber Breach Response Solution and service charter, ensures we deliver 
excellent service in a way that saves time and money.

The leaders of our regional Cyber, Privacy and Data Security teams can be contacted directly.

Key regional 
contacts

Mark Anderson  
Partner, Wotton + Kearney

Auckland 
T + 64 9280 0524 
mark.anderson@wottonkearney.com

Kieran Doyle 
Partner, Wotton + Kearney

Sydney 
T + 61 2 8273 9828 
kieran.doyle@wottonkearney.com.au

Asia Pacific

Karen Zimmer 
Partner, Alexander Holburn

Vancouver 
T + 1 604 484 1762 
kzimmer@ahbl.ca

Anjali Das 
Partner, Wilson Elser

Chicago 
T + 1 312 821 6164 
anjali.das@wilsonelser.com

North America

Europe and Latin America

Bastian Finkel 
Partner, BLD Bach Langheid 
Dallmayr

Cologne 
T + 49 221 944 027 911 
bastian.finkel@bld.de

Patrick Hill 
Partner, Head of Professional Risk 
DAC Beachcroft

London 
T + 44 (0)20 7894 6930 
phill@dacbeachcroft.com

Europe


